**Why Because 41.2**

Rewrite the story and conjugate the verbs in the brackets using why or because

**es** Two (walk) .............. along the street

are walking

2 But (?) (one of them / walk) .............. without umbrella?

3 Maybe (?) the women think

4 that it (rain) .............. while the others thinks it is not.

5 But (it / really / rain) .............. ?

6 Who (know).............. it?

7 That (?) is the two ladies are crazy.

8 Now (?) (thepostman / walk) .............. with his umbrella closed??

9 (?) he is convinced

10 that it (not rain) .............. . Oh, dear!

**Soluzioni:**

(1) are walking (2) why one of them walking (3) because (4) isn't raining (5) is it really raining (6) knows (7) why (8) why is the fat postman walking (9) Because (10) is not raining
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